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Mini Micro 3in1 Deluxe Plus Pink (MMD079)  
 

Article available again from mid-August

With the Mini Micro 3in1 Deluxe Plus, kids
are already mobile at the age of 12
months. What sets this product apart is its
multifunctionality. It can be used in three
different variations and accompanies the
offspring from the first to the fifth year of
life. The Mini Micro Deluxe Plus has the
same features as the Mini 3in1 Deluxe,
plus it includes a push bar and footrest.

"

 CHF 139.00  
      

      

For the 1 year old kiddies, the seat can be mounted with the new O handlebar. It is therefore a mixture
of a running bike and the popular Mini Micro. The child sits and moves away by pushing with the feet,
just like on a running bike.

Once the child is safely on its feet, the seat can simply be removed and the product can be used like a
conventional Mini Micro. At first with the somewhat shorter O-handlebar, then later, from about 2 years,
with the tried and tested T-handlebar.

The steering works by shifting weight and is therefore ideal for developing motor skills.

The T-handlebar is now height-adjustable in the Deluxe version. In addition, the new Deluxe series has
small reflectors next to the rear wheels for better visibility and the new footboard with the lettering
guarantees more grip for children's feet.

Push bar for more control - the new Deluxe Plus version includes a push bar and a footrest in case you
want to push the child.

Age range: 1-5 years
Load capacity with seat: 20kg
Load capacity without seat: 50kg
Type of wheels: 120mm / 80mm
Flooring: Fun
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